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onfidence
Cornfeld has exemplified client confidence for 25 years. Today we are a unique Swiss
executive search boutique with an outstanding reputation.
For many years we have specialized in recruitment for C-level and senior management
positions. We support multinational industrial, technological and commercial enterprises
in Switzerland, Europe and Asia in the direct search for their future leaders.
We have established a relationship of close cooperation and trust with global decisionmakers, constantly adapting and optimising our portfolio of services in line with changing
market conditions.
Our clients benefit from our long experience, state-of-the-art research, high level
of professionalism and an excellent network of contacts that we have built up over the
years.
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lients first

Harry Houthuijse, Founder and CEO
” In all our activities we follow one strategic objective:
we aim to sharpen our clients’ competitive edge by
providing them with carefully chosen, outstandingly
qualified leaders.”
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ommitted
CORNFELD is committed to client relationships that last.
Over the years we have learned to support completely different companies and industries
and to adapt to different organizational cultures. We support not only large, multinational
companies but also start-ups in acquiring the leaders that are perfect for them. We
understand the widely differing forms of business life.
We are pleased to support new clients as well as those who already know us. Once a
company has worked with us it normally stays with us for many years.
Our service package “committed” represents an investment we are prepared to make in
our regular clients. Firms who use our executive search services twice or more per year
can benefit from our unique 25th Anniversary one-year offer “committed”.
Please ask us about “committed” and our 25th Anniversary offer.
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ontinuation in innovation
With CORNFELD Succession we innovate succession management and support
companies in medium-term succession planning.
Compared with short-term recruitment, CORNFELD Succession offers a variety of
strategic and operational advantages:
§
§
§
§
§

Access to a high-quality functional leaders and successor pools
Contact with preselected potential successors
Continuous contact with outstanding leaders
Low time-demand and high cost-efficiency
Direct benchmarking with potential internal successors

We develop also executive successor pools to manage succession at

-level.

We will be pleased to supply further information on CORNFELD Succession.
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ommitted to unlocking confidence
We aim to sharpen our clients’ competitive edge.
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